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Abstract. Three necessary components of a system for the automatic
transformation of the accent of speech are introduced. The lexicon that
provides a phoneme sequence, functions for transforming the pronuncia-
tion of vowels and the construction of prosodic models are discussed. A
worked example highlights a number of issues, and possible approaches
outlined.

1 Introduction

The acceptability of synthetic speech is conditional on both the quality
of synthesis and a perceived rapport with its audience. When a synthesis
system is applied in a new location or with a new target audience, the
‘foreignness’ due to accent differences greatly affects this rapport.
With existing systems, the creation of a new voice is a time consuming
method for localisation [1]. We propose to adapt existing voices by auto-
matically modifying their accent using minimal time and expert knowl-
edge. In this paper we describe three critical components of an accent
modification system: the lexicon that produces a phoneme sequence to
synthesise, the pronunciation of the sound produced for each phoneme,
and the prosody of the utterance produced.
On our journey through the modification of accent we shall be escorted
by the sentence Pet cats ate Pooh Bear, initially spoken by a British
Recieved Pronunciation (RP) speaker but which, by the time we reach
our references, shall have graduated to a New Zealand English (NZE)
accent.

2 Lexicon

The lexicon, also refered to as the pronunciation dictionary, has the en-
viable task of producing a sequence of phonemes from the text of the
input sentence. A phoneme is a distinct unit of speech as percieved by
the speaker. English is usually said to have around 42 distinct phonemes,
though there are still many who put this number slightly higher or lower.
Using a standard RP lexicon our sentence will be rendered as the se-
quence:

/p e t k a t s e t p uu b e@/

where the ‘/’ indicate a sequence of phonemes.
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2.1 Issue: Pronunciation Variation

Even at this early stage a number of problems have arisen. For example,
the word ate has been been transcribed as /e t/, a pronunciation un-
heard of on the better side of the equator. It is because of these sorts of
differences that seperate lexicons exist for US and RP synthetic voices,
and in general each accent of English requires its own editions to the
‘standard’ lexicon. Ongoing research in the area of speech recognition is
attempting to adapt lexicons to individual’s unique pronunciation styles
using limited recorded data [2–4], an approach we intend to apply to the
adaptation of accented lexicons in the future.

2.2 Issue: Phonetic Differences

A second problem with our phoneme sequence is the final diphthong
/e@/, which does not even exist in NZE! As mentioned earlier, a phoneme
represents a distinct sound according to the perception of the speaker,
and Godzone is blessed with what is known as the air-ear merger [5].
Thus all the diphthongs in We hear a bare bear in the air with a beer at

the fair I fear are represented by the same phoneme /i@/. While per-
ceptable differences may exist in the pronunciation of these words it has
been found that NZE speakers are unable to reliably categorise the diph-
thongs into two distinct groups, thus eliminating the possibility of a pair
of distinct phonemes. In this case the phonemic difference between the
accents can be repaired by simply using /i@/ in place of /e@/ wherever
it appears, but other accents are not let off so easily. Scottish English
for example, can distinguish the words worn and warn, so there needs to
be some system for splitting the RP phoneme into seperate classes for
every entry in the lexicon.
Comprehensive research into the differences between accents of English
have been made[6], and a core accent independent English lexicon pro-
duced known only as unisyn [7]. This core lexicon also provides a set of
transformation rules that can produce a number of accent specific lexi-
cons, including such varieties as NZE and Scottish English. Methods of
automatically determining the splitting of phonemes based on a large
corpus of accented speech is an exciting proposal, but unforunately lies
outside the scope of our work. Using an existign NZE-specific lexicon,
our friendly sentence can be transcribed as:

/p e t k a t s ei t p uu b i@/

3 Pronunciation

Armed with an accent-adjusted sequence of phonemes, we allow our syn-
thesis system to create the sounds of speech that make up the output
waveform. To our dismay, despite the tweaking of a few phonemes, the
output speech still retains the foul taint of an RP speaker. This is due
to differences in the phonetic realisation of each phoneme between ac-
cents, in particular in the realisations of vowels. The pronunciation of
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Fig. 1. Difference between RP (squares) and NZE (crosses) vowel spaces.

vowels can be represented on a two dimensional plane, with dimensions
based on the positions of the first and second resonant frequencies of
the mouth/nasal cavity (the formants). Figure 1 shows the vowels of RP
and NZE plotted on the F1/F2 plane, and the distance between them.
Our task, should we choose to accept it, is to shift the first and second
formants of speech for each vowel so that they move up the grey arrows
until they match the locations of the NZE vowels.

3.1 Approach: Baseline System

For a first attempt at correcting the pronunciation of our sentence, we
shall not attempt to reach the exact location of the NZE vowels in the
F1/F2 plane but merely attempt to reduce the distance to their location.
This is achieved by simply replacing each vowel phoneme with the one
closest to the NZE target. Thus our phoneme sequence is transformed:

Before /p e t k a t s ei t p uu b i@/
After /p i t k e t s ei t p uu b i@/

An earlier experiment has assessed the effectiveness of this crude method
of transformation[8]. Providing native NZE speakers with a number of
synthetic voices, the transformed voices were placed at 2.7 on a Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) scale from 1 (Very British) to 5 (Very NZ). An RP
speaker was rated at only 1.9, so the transformed voice was significantly
‘more NZ’.

To place this in perspective, a synthetic voice using recordings of a native
NZE speaker to synthesise the phonemes was rated 3.8 on the same scale.
This can be considered a perfect transformation of pronunciation, and
provides an upper bound for the performance of this component in an
accent modification system.
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Fig. 2. Frequencies of an RP /ah/ vowel a) in the original speech b) warped towards
NZE and c) warped towards NZE retaining local minima and maxima

3.2 Approach: Frequency Warping

If trivial methods can get so far, surely signal processing can do even
better. For this, a leaf can be taken from the book of voice conversion.
Frequency warping has proved an effective method for transforming acous-
tic properties of vowels in voice conversion systems [9]. The goal in voice
conversion is to stretch or squeeze all the points in the F1/F2 plane
so that the overall acoustic space fits that of the target speaker. The
intra-speaker differences in acoustic spaces are due to individual’s phys-
ical characteristics such as vocal tract length and size. The conversion
is usually performed by generating a single warping function that is ap-
plied across all sounds of speech (phones) of the source speaker, whereas
accent modification requires phone-dependent transformations.
Yan et al.[10] adapted the frequency warping method to the shifting
of formants and applied this to accent modification. For each phone in
the source speech the formants were tracked and a warping function
produced that only shifted those frequencies near the first and second
formants. Each warping function was applied to a linear predictive (LP)
representation of speech, essentially a smoothed approximation of the
frequencies of the speech wave. Our experiments in warping the LP rep-
resentation have degraded the quality of synthetic speech to an unac-
ceptable extent. Instead we apply a warping function to the unsmoothed
spectrum obtained by a Fourier transform of the sound wave.

3.3 Issue: Spectral Texture

Figure 2 (a) shows the frequencies of a typical slice of the RP /ah/
vowel in our sentence that needs to be shifted toward NZE. The first
two formant frequencies are indicated by a pair of vertical dashed lines.
Perceptive readers may have noticed that the spectrum is not a smooth
function, but infact has a number of undifferentiable local maxima at
integral multiples of the pitch (the pitch harmonics).
The result of simply warping the frequencies so that the formants lie
at the correct frequences can be seen in Figure 2 (b). Once more, those
who are observant will note that the maxima between F1 and F2 are
no longer at harmonic frequencies as the spectrum was stretched out
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Fig. 3. F0, F1 and F2 of /uu/ vowel in Pooh.

between F1 and F2 to acommodate their new positions. This produces
a sound containing a fairly reasonable distribution of energy between
regions of the spectrum, but the resulting sound can only be described
as weak and having little character.
While it can be see why working with an LP spectrum is so attractive,
stupidity is the better part of valour and we shall soldier on for the good
of our sentence. An attempt is made to retain the spectral texture by
warping a line through the maxima seperately from a line through the
minima of the spectrum. The spectrum is then reproduced using the
original frequencies for local minima and maxima, but using the warped
upper and lower bounds to determine their amplitude. An example of
this method is shown in Figure 2 (c), with the grey lines showing the
warped bounds. The resulting speech still retains artifacts due to slightly
unusual distribution of frequencies, but the loss of ‘character’ observed
when directly warping the spectrum has been eliminated.

3.4 Issue: Conjoined Formants

A further issue arises when we inspect the Pooh /uu/ vowel. Figure 3
shows a spectral slice of this vowel with F0 (essentially the pitch), F1 and
F2 marked. Compare this spectrum with that of Figure 2 (a) and it can
be seen that the peaks at F0 and F1 have merged to form a single, broad
peak. This is due to the low F1 value associated with /uu/ which leaves
it only a few hundred hertz off the F0 value. A warping function that
increases the separation between these peaks will only spread it across
a greater range of frequencies. When this happens there is a marked
increase in frequencies around the formants which can be heard as a
loud buzzing sound in the resulting speech. What is required is a method
that detects these conjoined formants and takes appropriate action to
introduce a ‘gap’ when they are separated.
Turn your mind back to Figure 2 (c) once more and consider the gap
between the altered F1 and F2 peaks. While some gap exists, a larger
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Fig. 4. The pitch contour and phone durations for the RP sentence (top) and a pitch
contour from natural NZE speech (bottom)

trough between them would be more natural, and manually adding this
dip has been found to remove many of the remaining artifacts in the
resulting speech. Part of our current work is looking into simple methods
for ensuring natural separations in adjusted formants.

3.5 Approach: Approximate vs Exact Warping

Before the transformation of vowels is left behind, we had best take a
brief look at how the warping functions have been determined. Yan et
al relied on a formant tracker to obtain exact positions of F1 and F2 in
their source speakers. As yet, formant tracking is an inexact science, and
any incorrect labelling would result in potentially catastrophic results.
Entire frequency bands could be displaced, introducing audible artifacts
throughout the spectrum.
Once more we consider a crude, yet more robust approach. Given that
we know the accent of our source speaker, reasonable approximations of
the locations of formants can be made. Furthermore, as this is sourced
from a synthetic voice, we can run an initial poll of various key words
and adjust our expectations for this particular speaker. Preliminary tests
with hand-drawn warping functions that apply a very broad brush to
the spectrum have been run. These functions push the formants and
surrounding spectral features toward the target accent. Informal listening
tests show no real difference between a broad warping of the spectrum
and one that is very specific to the formant peaks.

4 Prosody

A playback of the sentence indicates a rather kiwi-like quality to the
voice. It is, however, still missing a certain something, and this something
is the intonation and pitch of the speech. Figure 4 shows the current pitch
contour and phone durations (refered to as the prosody) of the sentence.
There are two possible approaches to NZEifying the sentence. Since we
are aware that this sentence is a statement, we can simply alter the pitch
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contour so that it rises on the final syllable - a characteristic of NZE that
is evident in Figure 4. In general, when creating a transformation for a
new accent a number of such characteristic features would need to be
discovered and applied when appropriate. The alternative is to build
a whole new model and to generate our own pitch contour, essentially
replacing this component of the synthesis system.

4.1 Issue: Data Limits

The primary issue with creating models of prosody is the quantity of
data available. Models of prosody do not deal directly with the pitch con-
tour, but instead describe the contour on an abstract level such as Tones
and Break Indices[11], Rise/Fall/Connect[12] or Fujisaki’s model[13]. La-
belling data at an abstract level requires a significant investment of ex-
pert time for mark up, and to compete with recording whole new voices
we must keep this time to a minimum.
While it is important to work with minimal quantities of labelled data,
we do have access to near infinite supplies of unlabelled data. Unlabelled
data can be found in the form of sentences extracted from suitable web-
sites such as online encyclopaedias, chat rooms, news sites or sites with
domain specific content. How to make use of this unlabelled data to com-
plement the labelled data is an important question in the area of prosody
modelling.

4.2 Approach: Model Adaptation

A method we are considering that utilises unlabelled data for the genera-
tion of prosodic models is a form of active learning that relies on the fact
that we have existing models for our source accent. Model generation
begins by learning a new prosodic model from a very small corpus of
labelled, accented data. The predictions of this model on a large amount
of unlabelled data are then compared to the predictions of the existing
model for the source accent. Those sentences on which the two models
disagree are of interest. One possibility is that the new model has made
an error, in which case this item should be labelled against a native
speaker and added to the training data. The other possibility is that
the model describes a useful deviation from that of the source accent,
in which case this data point should be added to the training data and
given special significance. This limits queries to a human expert to those
instances that discriminate the accents or on which the model is making
errors.

5 Evaluation

To our dismay we are short on both space and time to evaluate the
success of the transformation of our sentence. There are no concrete
examples of this sentence in the target accent to compare against, so
only throught perceptual tests can we assess its performance.
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How the quality of the synthetic voice has held up through the trans-
formations can be asked. Certainly this is important. How strong the
accent sounds. Not a bad question. But whether we have fulfilled the
larger goal of making the synthetic voice more acceptable to its target
audience must be resolved. Under what environment is it possible to
accurately assess change in acceptability? What sort of questions can
participants be asked that do not bias their answers? Tough questions,
and there are more where they came from. Perhaps it would be best if
we just gave up now...
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